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426 Dead Syrian Children? US 1% Heartlessly
Poverty-Kill 1 Million Children/Month in Gruesome
Slow Agony
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Best current evidence shows that 426 dead Syrian children were murdered by the criminal
US 1% and minions as a false flag attack to cause war on Syria. False flags are an aggressor
nation committing a horrendous act, blaming the targeted nation, and then lying to the
public for war support.

The evidence for this prima facie accusation:

The US has a two hundred year history of  repeatedly violating crystal-clear1.
treaties  for  unlawful  Wars  of  Aggression  that  include  false  flag  operations  and
propaganda campaigns to sell the wars.
Current US wars are not even close to lawful, and now disclosed through official2.
US government reports that all “reasons” for war were known to be false as they
were told.
On-the-ground  evidence  shows  US-backed  rebels  kidnapped  the  very  same3.
children shown dead from alleged gas attacks.  US 1% claims of  the Syrian
government being responsible are unsubstantiated testimony from lying War
Criminals; proved from the above two points.

In  addition,  I  remind  you  that  the  US  1%  spin  to  save  “innocent  lives”  in  Syria
(explore here, here) is refuted by that same 1% reneging on every promise to save innocent
children’s lives from preventable poverty. The US watches as one million children die slow,
gruesome, agonizing deaths from poverty every month as the US refuses to honor all official
promises to end poverty.

Since 9/11, US reneged promises to end poverty have killed over 100 million children, twice
the number of children enrolled in pre-kindergarten to 12th grade in the US.

Since the 1%’s reneged promises from just 1998, the total deaths from preventable poverty
is conservatively greater than from all wars, revolutions, murders, accidents, and suicides in
the 20th and 21st centuries.

Since the 1990 World Summit for Children where the promise to end poverty was again
sincerely pledged, total deaths from poverty eclipse all the above categories of death in all
known human history.*
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The leverage point to remove the 1% is for those of us among the 99% with arrest authority
to exercise it for “emperor has no clothes” obvious ongoing War Crimes and murders of US
soldiers who were lied-into criminal wars.

*Assuming 15 years of poverty deaths totaling 225 million and 23 years at 400 million
(poverty deaths have decreased over the past 20 years) compared to the estimates of 160
million war deaths from Scaruffi, P., Wars and Casualties of the 20th and 21st Centuries, and
230  million  from  Leitenberg,  M,  Deaths  in  Wars  and  Conflicts  in  the  20th  Century,  (along
with the relatively  smaller  numbers for  murders,  accidents,  and suicides).  Total  global
deaths in recorded history is probably a safe estimate given a global population of ~1.6
billion in 1900. My assignment for high school students on ending poverty with all of the
documentation: The Economics of Ending Poverty. Despite the investment to save a million
children’s lives each month from preventable poverty being just 0.7% of our gross national
income, despite  that every historical case of ending poverty reduces population growth
rates,  and  despite  US  promises  to  make  that  investment  at  global  summits,  the  1%
“leadership” in government and corporate media renege and ignore all promises to end this
crushing torture, these excruciating and prolonged deaths of children.
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